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A complete payments platform engineered for growth 
Go out of time with ikipay. Manage all financial 
transactions regardless of time. With the freedom of 
finance in your pocket, managing your money will now 
be unlimited and timeless. 

 
 



Introduction 
 
The development of any business in current conditions necessitates a scenario where 
customers easily engage and conduct their operations effortlessly. Payment is among the 
most crucial operations that any business requires, allowing customers to easily address 
their concerns in this area. It has been proven that the easier the payment process is for 
customers, the smoother the purchasing operations become, leading to increased 
purchases from customers. With an appropriate sales mechanism, we can witness an 
increase in sales acceptance in the business. 
Ikipay was created with the aim of providing each user with a dedicated wallet along with 
some synchronized banking features. Additionally, Ikipay holders can utilize these services 
in all countries where Visa and Mastercard services are supported. 
We are also registered with the Financial Conduct Authority to offer services under the 
Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds (Information on the Payer) 
Regulations 2017. 
 

Vision 
ikipay pursues two main objectives through tokenization: 

1. Ensuring appropriate financing for market expansion. 
2. Utilizing innovative tools in the payment sector to enable customers to conduct 
their payment operations in a secure environment. 

	
Mission	
Ikipay's primary mission is to engage in specific activities within the fintech sector, 
focusing on the deployment of technology to control and reduce fraud in the system, 
as well as decentralizing the necessary tools for financial provision, utilization, and 
benefit in businesses. It aims to become a potent force alongside financial and 
banking institutions, aligning with each country's monetary and financial policies to 
provide services to customers. 

 
Challenges 
In the payment sector, numerous tools are actively operating, often overlapping within 
the same domain. Nevertheless, ikipay is poised to embark seriously in a nearly saturated 
market. However, the key challenges as perceived by ikipay are as follows: 
 
In the payment realm, legal considerations typically rank among the most pivotal 
challenges, and the strategy of any business active in this field determines its strong 
presence in the market. This is because financial instruments in recent years, due to the 
creation of societal needs, have managed to bring governments closer to their 
governance so that legal frameworks can be established for their operations. 
 



Ikipay presents its three-service structure to address the challenges in the payment sector 
based on stable current laws worldwide. 

1. Iki wallet 
2. Iki card 
3. ikipay Business Account 

 
Continuing along the path, we delve further into each of the above-mentioned aspects. 
 
Market Potential 
 

• Total transaction value in the Digital Payments market is projected to reach 
US$11.55tn in 2024. 

• Total transaction value is expected to show an annual growth rate (CAGR 2024-
2028) of 9.52% resulting in a projected total amount of US$16.62tn by 2028. 

• The market's largest market is Digital Commerce with a projected total transaction 
value of US$7.63tn in 2024. 

• From a global comparison perspective it is shown that the highest cumulated 
transaction value is reached in China (US$3,744.00bn in 2024). 
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The digital payments market is currently experiencing a surge in growth, driven by the 
increasing adoption of e-commerce and mobile payments, as well as the rise of 
contactless payments due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Digital wallets and mobile payment 
apps such as PayPal, Venmo, and Cash App have become increasingly popular among 
consumers, allowing for seamless and secure transactions. Additionally, the growth of 
fintech startups and the integration of blockchain technology into payment systems have 
contributed to the expansion of the digital payments market. 
Several factors are driving the growth of the digital payments market. Firstly, the 
convenience and speed of digital payments have made them a preferred method of 
payment for consumers, particularly among younger generations. Secondly, the 
increasing digitization of businesses has led to a growing demand for digital payment 
solutions that can streamline transactions and reduce costs. Thirdly, the rise of e-
commerce and online marketplaces has increased the need for secure and efficient 
payment systems that can facilitate cross-border transactions. Finally, the COVID-19 
pandemic has accelerated the adoption of contactless payments as consumers and 
businesses prioritize safety and hygiene. 
The global digital payments market is projected to grow at to have a postive growth in 
the coming years. The Asia-Pacific region is expected to dominate the market, followed 
by North America and Europe, owing to the increasing adoption of digital payments in 
these regions. The rising number of partnerships and collaborations among payment 
service providers and the implementation of advanced technologies such as blockchain 
and artificial intelligence are also expected to drive market growth in the coming years. 
 
 
 



Users 

 
  



Products & Solutions 
 
iki wallet 
With our versatile platform, you gain access to a wide array of wallets, accommodating 
both fiat currencies and digital currencies. Seamlessly convert different currencies to one 
another, enjoying instant and hassle-free transactions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
iki card 
From expense management to order fulfillment, ikicard allows you to easily create, 
manage, and grow a commercial card program. Get 
started quickly and customize key details like card 
design and spend limits. 
 
 
 
 
 
ikipay Business Account 
ikipay Business Account is the type of account where ikipay combines solutions such as 
receiving online and in-person payments, making bulk transfers, business cards and gift 
cards for commercial users. ikipay Business Account offers innovative solutions for owners 
of joint stock, limited liability or sole proprietorship companies. ikipay Business Account 
users can benefit from online payment solutions such as Receiving Payments via Link, 
Receiving Payments via QR Code and Virtual POS, and in-person payment solutions such 
as New Generation POS Cash Register, Android POS and Mobile POS. They can make bulk 
payments with ikipay MassPayment, possess business cards with features they can control 
through ikipay Business Card, and send corporate gifts to their business partners, 
employees and customers with the Gift Card. 

  



Business Model 
 
The revenue model of ikipay is built on commission fees, such that a 3% fee is deducted 
from each transaction as income for ikipay. 
 
Product Pillars 
 
Experience seamless and secure Turkish lira transfers to over 90% of Turkish banks with 
the IkiPay money transfer platform. Send money instantly to family, friends, or for business 
purposes. Trust in IkiPay's efficiency and reliability for effortless financial transactions. 
 
Open loop wallet 
Create a simple stored-value account that can be topped up through payments or 
transfers, and used to make purchases within or outside of your platform. 
 
Embed financial services 
With a single integration, enable your customers to hold funds, pay bills, earn interest, 
and manage cash flow. 
 
Instant payouts 
Give customers the option to deposit earnings into their bank accounts within minutes. 
Available 24/7 including weekends and holidays. 
 
Multiple Payment Methods 
Our technology and coverage give you global reach so you can give your customers a 
local payment experience 
 

  



Experience seamless and secure Turkish lira transfers to over 90% of Turkish banks with 
the IkiPay money transfer platform. Send money instantly to family, friends, or for business 
purposes. Trust in IkiPay's efficiency and reliability for effortless financial transactions. 
 
  



Business development plan 
 
We are also registered with the Financial Conduct Authority to offer services under the 
Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds (Information on the Payer) 
Regulations 2017.Nevertheless, our primary focus is on two countries so that we can 
leverage the potentials of these two regions for development. 
Turkey and the United Arab Emirates are currently the two main destinations for offering 
our services. In Turkey, we have managed to attract the attention of many banks, and in 
the UAE, we have obtained the PSP license. 
Aside from any other perspective, if you've noticed, these two countries effectively 
manage the flow of passengers from the West to the East, making them the golden spots 
for ikipay. This allows us to easily introduce our services to other countries through 
travelers, which will lead to maximum growth. 

 

 
 

 
 

Starting Operations in 
Turkey(2022)

Signing 
Agreements with 

Turkish Banks 
(2022 )

Implementing 
Bank Cards  

(2022 )

Obtaining PSP 
License from the 

United Arab 
Emirates (2023 )

Service Provision 
in the United 

Arab Emirates 
(06-2024)

Utilizing Tokens 
in the Payment 

Sector (09-2024)


